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Putting on a magnificent springtime show are an Argentine giant cactus
(Echinopsis candi cans) and sun-lovin g snapdragons.

SOMETIMES IT'S WHAT YOU TAKE OUT OF
a landscape that makes more of a difference than
whatgoes in. Suchwas the case at the recentlypur-
chased home of Carol and Mike Sherwin, where
vegetation reigned but the views didn't.

"Our backyard sits adjacent to the 14th green of
a golf course, and yet the garden was so overgrown
thatwe couldn't see the green or the course's lake,"
Mike recalls. The front of the house, too, was hid-
den from iight bymature plants that had not been
maintained. The solution: removing much of the
vegetation, replanting in layers and re-contouring
the backyard.

The Scottsdale couple had no trouble deciding
who would do the renovation. "\7e have done four
homes with Donna\X/inters. and she knows what
we like." says Mikewho.roies that he and Carol
also love Winters' style. Interestingly, the landscape
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architect, who is aPboenix Home dy Gardea Masters
of the Southwest award winner, had designed the
original landscape on this property, but due to
neglect and changes made by subsequent owners,
it was ready for an update.

"Mike wanted boulders and a signature saguaro
at the entry to the home," says'W'inters. 'And
Carol's passion is for pots. Both wanted to redo
the plants, add lighting and create an alfresco din-
ing setting they could enjoy with their family."

The house has a distinct Southwestern adobe
feel, as do the front courtyard and back patio.
Architect Allen Tafoya, who designed the resi-
dence, says he wanted to emulate the look of Pueblo
architecture that is so often found in Santa Fe
design. The outdoor living areas especially, with
their heavyuse of stone and hand-hewn logs, were
built to look as though they have been there for
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The addition of
elevation changes,
sitting areas, flagstone
paving and fresh
plantings has made the
once-overgrown space
more useable and less

cluttered. Boulders
brought in during the
remodel create
planting pockets for
a natural look.

hundreds ofyears. To help tie the new landscape
in with the residence, lTinters used plants with
textures and colors typically found in Mexican
haciendas, such as agaves, desert spoons, yuccas,
bougainvilleas and salvias.

A key element in the design of the home was its
positioning to nearby Pinnacle Peak. "You can see

the mountain straight through from the front door
to the back," says Mike. XTinters also wanted to
make sure the outdoor areas enhanced the visual
relationship to the landmark peak and its spectacu-
lar formation. "'We had to take out large trees to
open up the views," she explains. Mature vegetation
was thinned, trimmed and removed to blend the

inside and outside views seamlessly and at the same
time create an unencumbered sight line to the golf
course and its picturesque lake.

Boulders that were hand-selected by'W.inters
were incorporated into the front and back yards
and used to terrace a back patio. She added step-
pingstones and built a lower-level seating wall.
Mexican pots filled with annuals or cacti.were
placed to enhance the outdoor dining area. And
the garden was replanted with flowering desert
perennials and specimen cacti, including a breath-
taking Argentine giant cactus that produces plate-
size blooms in springtime. "Mike and Carol enjoy
dramatic cacti that represent both the style ofthe
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home and the natural desert," says Winters. "And
Carol enjoys the bold color contrasts."

Together, the homeowners added their own
touches, including a copper wind spinner, a metal
Hopi-style sculpture and a stone slab adornedwith
ancient-looking metal figures. Hummingbird
feeders, as well, dot the landscape, providing Mike
with the perfect opportunityto fine tune his pho-
tography skills as he focuses on the tiny fluttering
movements of the birds and the exquisite desert
specimens. "I describe theyard as looking snappy,"

he says. "You can pick out individual plants rather
than seeing them in a blur. And that's something I
would like to snap a picture of." ffifi

Winters created'
through the rock

this fire pit
and filling

by drilling
the center

into a boulder, adding
with tumbled glass.

a gas Iine
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